California Dep't of Consumer Affairs, Bureau of Electronic and Applicance Repair consumer information

METHOD OF PAYMENT
All work will be paid for in cash, by personal or company check or credit card, purchase order.  
Established business or government agencies may pay after pick-up if item(s) are signed by authorized representative.

TRIP CHARGE
(Time and Mileage) means a call to the job site and is a fee in addition to the technician on-site rate.

SERVICE CALL
(Labor) is based on the time required to analyze the problem and prepare an approximate estimate 
of labor and parts required to repair the unit.  
Every effort will be made to restore the unit to proper operation during this time period.

SERVICE
If the unit cannot be repaired at the job site, the unit will not be removed without the customer's consent. 
(An accurate estimate as to labor and materials needed cannot be given until a complete shop analysis and check is made.)  
After the shop analysis, if the customer then does not want the unit repaired, the unit will then be returned, 
or picked up by the customer, with a shop diagnosis and service change &/or handling charge to be paid by the customer.  
(See front of the AERC estimate or invoice.)

If the customer does not want the unit repaired after the service technician has arrived in response to the call for service 
or after the estimate is given, the firm is still entitled to be paid for sending the technician (trip charge) and (on-site service call) charges.

After repairs are completed on the unit, turn it on to see that it is operating to your satisfaction.

PARTS
Parts used in the repair of your unit are equal to or superior to the original parts used in your unit.  
Used parts, if any will be noted and the shop warranty will be given to them.  
Only parts and labor listed on this invoice are covered by our warranty.  
If parts listed on this invoice fail during the warranty period, they will be replaced without charge for the parts.  
Customer will pay for all handling costs incurred to obtain and replace these parts.  
If any other parts break down due to use or age or for any reason beyond our control, the regular price for labor and parts cost will be charged.

All costs incurred to obtain parts to honor valid manufacturers’ parts warranties will be charged for and paid by the customer.  
Since these parts are subject to availability from the manufacturer, we can not guarantee the time it will take to obtain these parts.

INTERMITTENT CONDITION
There is absolutely no labor warranty on any unit with an intermittent problem.  
Since the problem is not always apparent, it cannot be traced.  The only time such a problem can be traced is when the problem actually exists.

THIS IS YOUR CLAIM RECEIPT
An estimate as required (Section 9844 of the California Business and Professions Code) for repairs shall be given to the customer 
by the service dealer in writing and the service dealer may not charge for any work done or parts supplied in excess of the estimate 
without prior consent of the customer where provided in writing.  The service dealer may charge a reasonable fee for services provided 
in determining the nature of the malfunction in preparation of a written estimate for repair.  

For information, contact the Bureau of Electronic and Appliance Repair, Department of Consumer Affairs, Sacramento, California 95814.
- --
AERC Harrold's PC & Printer Repair,
http://www.imperialvalley.net/aerc/

Robert Harrold
http://www.harrold.org/links/
I use the Spamfighter anti-spam filter.
Free download at: 
http://www.spamfightercom/go.asp?t=249
related: http://www.harrold.org/rfhextra/spam.html

